CONFORMATION – JUDGE: LINDA BERBERICH
BEST OF BREED: GCH PYRVIEW’S SULTAN OF SOUL; Mel Ciociola, Sandy & Cassandra Dyment
BEST OF WINNERS: L’ART NEOUVEAU KODIAK OURS DE PYRAGON; Rhonda Dalton
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST OF BREED: GCHS PYRLESS & ASHBY SHE’S ALL THAT; Susan Blevens
SELECT DOG: GCHB PYRLESS VICTORY BOOGIE WOOGIE PIC D’ANIE; Jan Waitz
SELECT BITCH: GCH RIVERGROVES CALLABRIGA DAO; Lisa Ann Connor
WINNERS DOG: L’ART NEOUVEAU KODIAK OURS DE PYRAGON; Rhonda Dalton
RESERVE WINNERS DOG: ABSTRAX BOMBAY SAPPHIRE; Brice Wonders & Melissa Metzler
WINNERS BITCH: PYRSHIRE’S MELIAN; Florence Laicher
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH: ISADORA DU BOUSQUET, CGC; Maryann Gill

PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES – JUDGE: KAREN JUSTIN
BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES: CHERLYNS SANCY DIAMOND; Cheryl Grimshaw
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES: CHERLYNS REV IT UP; Cheryl Grimshaw